
Product Management Best Practices 

 

Hands across the keyboard:  

Building a relationship between Engineering and Product Management. 

 

One question I ask every product manager candidate I interview is “how do you work with 

engineering”? The answers vary, some dance around, some are former programmers who have 

the ability to work with engineers already, and some can’t answer the question.  There are many 

traits inherent in successful software firms, good sales staff, bright engineers, visionary leaders, 

trend setting products.  One factor inherent in all successful software development firms is a 

good working relationship between engineering and product management. Without this, 

successful product development simply does not happen.  

 

How to build the relationship?  

Every Director or Vice President of product management wants to have a good relationship with 

the Engineering team; it can be difficult to build. Software engineers tend to have different ways 

of dealing with people, from Dilbert to the blogosphere, the inability of engineers to 

communicate and work with non-engineers in business is well documented and parodied. Many 

times the stereo-typical description of engineers is not true,  

My extensive experience in software product management has exposed me to hundreds if not 

thousands of software engineers. Most I have been able to build working relationships with, but 

with some I haven’t. Over the years, I have noticed three key success factors for product 

management to build a good working relationship with the engineering team.   

First, hire product managers with technical backgrounds. Engineers tend to trust and respect 

others with engineering background and experiences. If the product manager can “speak code” 

they will have a better chance of success. Technical background also helps set proper 

expectations with engineers, as they can grasp how long features will take to develop. A 

marketing background is good, but without the technical knowledge, the working relationship 

will be tougher to build.  

Second, tying incentives to the success of both teams. This process helps create a working 

environment when both groups know they need each other to succeed. The incentives need to be 

clearly documented and the success factors must be calculable and well defined. This changes 

“win lose” in to “win/win” or “lose/lose”.  



Third, good communication, in both directions, between Engineering and Product Management. 

Engineers, by trait, like to plan well in advance, notifying them of potential changes early in the 

process will help them develop alternative plans well in advance. Dropping changes on engineers 

late in the development cycle is a certain way to alienate engineers; surprises in general are not 

well received by engineering teams.  

 

Conclusion:  

Team building, regardless of the function or industry can be difficult. Building teams with 

engineering and product management has been a challenged for decades. Engineers have 

different ways of working from others and teams need to overcome these factors to be 

successful. Software firms are only as good as the products they produce. The business landscape 

is littered with companies that couldn’t produce workable products in a timely manner.  

The three keys I outlined above are a good way to help breakthrough those barriers and create a 

productive relationship between engineering and product management.   

 


